ABSTRACT: Metasurfaces are two-dimensional optical structures enabling complete control of the amplitude, phase, and polarization of light. Unlike plasmonic metasurfaces, planar silicon structures facilitate high transmission, low losses and compatibility with existing semiconductor technologies. Here, we report an experimental demonstration of high-efficiency polarization-
sensitive dielectric metasurfaces with full 2π phase control in transmission mode at telecommunication wavelengths. Such silicon metasurfaces are poised to enable a versatile optical platform the realization of all-optical circuitry on a chip.
TEXT. Metasurfaces are two-dimensional artificial materials with thicknesses much smaller than incident light wavelength, allowing complete control of the phase, amplitude, and polarization of light beams. Compared to conventional optical elements, which rely on long propagation distances, these devices facilitate strong light-matter interaction on a subwavelength scale, allowing abrupt changes of beam parameters. Metasurfaces, unlike their three-dimensional analogues, metamaterials, do not require complicated fabrication techniques and can be produced in one lithographical step, which makes them very promising for integration on a photonic chip and well suited for mass production. To date, a majority of the studies has been focused on metal-dielectric structures, which have relatively low efficiency due to orthogonal polarizations coupling and nonradiative Ohmic losses in metals. 1, 2, 16 Many potential applications of metasurfaces, such as beam steering, lensing, holography or structured light generation, would require full 2π phase control. However, it was shown that in the case of isolated single electric or magnetic resonance, only π phase shift is possible. 1, 2, 26, 27 While such phase manipulation can be obtained through cascading of multiple functional layers or by operating in reflection mode 1, 2, 25, 28 , metasurfaces realized using these approaches are not easily integratable on a chip and moreover, may not be compatible with contemporary semiconductor industry technologies or may not be well-suited for mass production.
Recently, it has been shown that high-refractive index nanoparticles embedded in a low-index surrounding medium can be designed such that both magnetic and electric resonant responses occur in the same frequency range. [29] [30] [31] [32] [33] It is the presence of both electric and magnetic 3 resonances at the same frequencies allows a 2π phase control in a single-layer all-dielectric structure. It was shown that silicon nanostructures, having a relatively high refractive index at telecommunication wavelength, can be optimized to possess overlapping electric and magnetic dipole resonances in the same frequency range. 26, 27, 34 Also, silicon is the most commonly used material in the semiconductor industry, which makes it an ideal platform for high-efficiency metasurfaces for near-infrared (NIR) wavelength and future integration on optical chip. shows the results of numerical simulation for phase and corresponding transmittance as a function of dx and dy. As one of the advantages of the all-dielectric metasurface design is the possibility of high transmission through the structure, we use the results of these numerical simulations to simultaneously enable 0 to 2π variation of the phase as well as transmission around 80%. Also, we limit the dimensions of the nanoblocks to be less than 750nm. This requirement is due to fabrication constraints as we fixed the lattice constant to be 800nm. The results shown in Figure 2 are general rather than application specific, and therefore, they can be used to design a number of functionalities. We choose eight discrete nanoblocks with π/4 increments to cover 0-to-2π phase to provide full phase control of the wavefront. Table 1 shows transmitted light phase for nanoblocks dimensions and corresponding phase shift. For experimental verification of our numerical simulations, we deposited 270nm of silicon with low pressure physical vapor deposition (LPCVD) on top of fused quartz wafers. Fabrication process is shown in Figure 3 . The refractive index of deposited silicon was measured to be n=3.67 at 1.55µm using spectroscopic ellipsometry. We used standard electron-beam lithography (EBL) with ZEP520A resist; due to the strong charging effect of nonconductive SiO 2 substrate, 20nm thick charge dissipation Cr layer was deposited on the e-beam resist. The EBL pattern writing was followed by Cr etching with commercially available Cr etchant and development in ZED-N50. Then deep reactive ion etching (DRIE) was performed in C 4 F 8 and SF 6 gases, followed by resist removing in Remover 1165 at 80°C for 1hour and 5minutes O 2 plasma for removal of resist residue. We used a diode laser as a light source to perform measurements for beam steering using a NIR detector card to determine deflected beam position; schematic of experimental setup is shown in Figure 5 . The card converts invisible IR signal to visible region; thus, deflected beam position was captured by visible light camera. The laser beam was focused by lens to the spot with approximately 45µm waist. Inset on the left in Figure 4d shows the results of beam-position measurement without (top) and with (bottom) metasurface. As can be seen, most of the beam power is refracted to the left side of the screen while other diffraction orders can be also seen.
The presence of other diffraction orders with much smaller intensities compared to the main beam can be caused by the fact that the unit cell size is comparable to wavelength of light 36 by imperfections in fabrication process and violation of local periodicity assumed in our design. The refraction angle for the main beam is measured to be 13. Resulting spiral-and fork-like intensity profiles are shown in Figure 6f and 6g, respectively.
Transmitted power normalized to input power was measured to be 45%. 
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